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Executive Summary
Cloud computing has become one of the most important technical and
business trends in decades. Increasingly, companies are turning toward cloud
computing as a way of increasing the agility of their computing environment.
Management understands that IT is a business asset that should be able to
expand and contract based upon need. They are looking for methods of having
the best possible resources at the optimal price without increasing capital
expenditures.
The movement toward this increasingly optimized cloud model is part of
the movement towards the industrialization of computing. Therefore, cloud
computing is helping to transform the way we think about using technology as
a business asset and as an agent of change.
In this paper we will present an overview of cloud computing including: the
economic benefits to companies building, managing, storing, and leveraging
cloud environments; and the benefit of rich Linux open source technology
as the foundation of the cloud. We will also explore the depth of software
requirements to create a commercially model for predictable management.
Finally, we will provide an overview of the technology and services that IBM
offers to service providers and customers.
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Cloud Computing Defined
What is cloud computing? Cloud computing is the next stage in evolution of
the Internet. The cloud in cloud computing provides the means through which
everything from computing power to computing infrastructure, applications,
business processes to personal collaboration can be delivered to the user as
a service. This service is then delivered to that user wherever and whenever
the service is needed. There are six characteristics of cloud computing that are
critical:
tElasticity. The cloud needs to allow the user to add and subtract resources
as needed.
tSelf-service provisioning. The cloud needs to make it easy for a customer
to add and subtract these resources through an online interface rather than
through human intervention.
tUbiquitous network access. A cloud service must provide the customer
with access to the network at the right speed and functionality without
latency.

The cloud in cloud
computing provides the
means through which
everything from computing
power to computing
infrastructure, applications,
business processes to
personal collaboration can
be delivered to the user as a
service.

tThe ability to measure usage. For the cloud to be practical, a customer
needs to have an accurate measurement of what resources they have used
and at what cost.
tLocation independent resources. To support customers, hardware and
software, resources should not be tied to a specific location.
tSupport for openness. Customers require the ability to move workloads
across clouds in order to maintain maximum flexibility. Customers also need
the support of open source standards such as Linux to ensure affordability.
Clouds can be delivered through a public resource or can be made available
within a company’s firewall as a private resource. Cloud services are delivered
in different ways depending on the problem the organization is trying to solve.
There are three delivery models:
t*OGSBTUSVDUVSF BT B 4FSWJDF is the delivery of computer hardware as a
service combined with the operating system and virtualization technology
to manage those resources. Most Infrastructure as a Service providers are
built on the Linux operating system.
t1MBUGPSNBTB4FSWJDF is the ability to provide a computing environment, the
related development, and deployment components. Most of the Platform
as a Service vendors leverage the Linux operating system as the foundation
of the platform.
t4PGUXBSFBTB4FSWJDF is the delivery of a packaged application delivered
in a cloud platform. Most of the vendors in this space use Linux as the
foundational operating system.
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The Economic Considerations
While cloud flexibility is a critical factor for business leaders, economic
considerations are high on the list of requirements. In fact, economic
considerations are the overriding consideration for both cloud service providers
and individual customers. For example, the Linux operating system is available
without license fees. Therefore, it dramatically reduces the costs for cloud
providers. In turn, these savings are passed along to customers. In addition,
because of the wide spread use of Linux in most cloud environments the cost of
finding technical resources is less than proprietary environments.
Cloud computing also allows customers to experiment with potential
breakthroughs without up-front investments. Therefore, leveraging cloud
services improves the ability for customers to be able to introduce new
technologies and innovative approaches quickly. Cloud service providers are
better able to provide new offerings more rapidly and test out potential services
before investing in expensive marketing programs. Companies are also looking
at the cloud to reduce labor costs since, when using a cloud, the IT organization
does not have to procure and build their own software environment. There
is also the potential for avoiding mistakes in software configurations and the
provisioning process. When companies are able to gain greater use of existing
resources through the use of cloud, the business gains increased efficiency
and better overall results. Since customers can add new capacity on demand,
they avoid complex capacity planning. They are therefore able to respond
proactively to the needs of the business in a cost effective manner.
While there is plenty of technology required to implement a cloud strategy, the
cloud has to be put into context with the economic benefit to the organization.
Many organizations are trying to reduce capital investments in favor of operating
expenses. These organizations would like to be able to pay for the resources
they use rather than investing in physical servers and software in anticipation of
future requirements. This incremental approach allows an organization to use
the right services at the right price when the service is needed. For example,
many companies would purchase additional servers, storage, and software
in anticipation of new business opportunities or peak demands. With cloud
computing, those same companies can use a cloud service to enable them to
scale up or down depending on changing business needs. Service providers
offer these types of elastic services to support the economic requirements of
their customers.
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Factors in Effective Cloud Environments
Corporate computing requirements require a hybrid environment consisting
of a variety of different solutions. Most customers simply can’t afford to have
a pure computing environment. In the next section we will detail three key
factors in the success of the cloud environment:
t5IFBCJMJUZUPTVQQPSUBWBSJFUZPGXPSLMPBETFòFDUJWFMZ
t5IFBCJMJUZUPPòFSQPSUBCJMJUZBDSPTTDMPVEFDPTZTUFNT
t5IFBCJMJUZUPNBOBHFBIZCSJEFOWJSPONFOU

Supporting Workloads Effectively
All workloads are not the same. The key to effective support for complex and
changing workloads requires a holistic approach focused on the operating
system, the service management environment, and support for hybrid
environments. In fact, as cloud computing becomes more pervasive, there
will be a variety of workloads that have to be supported. For example, there
will be some workloads that require massively scaled approaches such as
YouTube or supporting gene research projects. As an operating system, Linux
is ideally suited to support a variety of workloads since it works across all of the
major hardware architectures including Intel, IBM’s POWER systems, and IBM’s
System z.
One of the principles of an effective cloud is that the environment must be
optimized for the workloads that have to be supported. An open source
platform such as Linux ensures that the cloud developer can customize the
operating system platform for the specific customer requirements. The Linux
kernel supports componentization and is well suited to scale-out computing
environments. In a scale-out environment, service providers typically run a
heterogeneous collection of commodity hardware, networking capabilities,
and storage equipment. In addition, because so many developers have Linux
skills, it is more cost effective to locate talent rather than training developers
in a proprietary environment.
While the operating system is the foundational component of the cloud
platform, there are many management capabilities critical to operating the
cloud. This is especially important for companies that are combining some
public cloud services with private clouds created for internal use. These
requirements include performance management, workload management,
security, and data management. As companies begin to use the cloud for
mission critical workloads across public, private clouds, and internal data
centers, they will need to have a consistent and predictable management
environment. This will require companies to leverage sophisticated commercial
software to complement the open source offerings. Companies using this
hybrid approach must be able to maintain a consistent and predictable
service level as well as meeting compliance requirements. Customers also
need the assurance that their data is secure no matter which environment
they are managing.
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Portability Across Clouds
As cloud environments mature it will become more important than ever for
customers to have the ability to move their workloads across and between
different cloud environments. Customers need to have the flexibility to move
from one environment to another if service levels in one cloud environment
meet their performance objectives more effectively. In addition, customers
want to be able to take advantage of innovations as they emerge. Portability
can become an issue if the cloud provider offers extensions to its environment
that lock in the customer. Linux is an ideal platform to support portability in
the cloud because it is the standard across a majority of the cloud offerings
including Infrastructure as a Service, Platform as a Service, and Software as a
Service.
Portability is clearly enhanced by emerging standards. Cloud computing
environments will be able to take advantage of emerging standards already
established for Service Oriented Architectures and Service Management.
In addition, standards organizations are working to create standardized
interfaces to promote cloud interoperability.

Linux is an ideal platform
to support portability in
the cloud because it is the
standard across a majority
of the cloud offerings
including Infrastructure
as a Service, Platform as a
Service, and Software as a
Service.

Managing a Hybrid Environment
The early adopters of cloud computing tend to focus on short-term project
needs both to gain experience and to solve immediate problems. However, as
the use of cloud computing becomes more mainstream, companies will begin
to use cloud services in combination with on-premise solutions. The Linux
operating system is the common thread between different cloud computing
models. To understand this better, it is important to look at the options for
use of the cloud. Three approaches to cloud implementations are emerging:
t1VCMJD$MPVET The availability of infrastructure or platforms to perform
tasks such as access to computing resources, development areas, or new
applications testing. Many Software as a Service companies will offer
their software in a public cloud protected by multi-tenancy. With multitenancy each customer has a segregated space where its customizations
and its data are managed.
t1SJWBUF$MPVET Companies that have large data centers and high levels
of security requirements are choosing to implement self-service, scalable
environments inside their firewall. A private cloud can be a segregated
environment within a traditional data center. In some cases, companies
are designing new cloud data centers to handle well-defined workloads
for an increase in flexibility and cost control.
t)ZCSJE$MPVET All workloads are not the same. Most organizations will
inevitably need a combination of public and private cloud services in
order to meet the demands of their customers, partners, and employees.
For example, a company may decide to use a public cloud service as a way
to offer new services to customers; however, that same company might
want to keep critical customer data within a private cloud inside the data
center.
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Starting Your Cloud Journey With the Basics
Company management is beginning to understand that taking advantage of
the cloud requires forethought and planning. Therefore, whether you are a
service provider or a customer, jumping into the cloud requires good planning
–--so start your investigation by asking the following questions:
1. Why are you evaluating cloud computing as a strategy? What problems
are you trying to solve? Are you looking for speed of deploying new
applications or are you trying to reduce costs? Before you can develop a
strategy, you have to start with an assessment of your current IT strategy.
2. How will you deal with change over time? Have you considered what
happens after your initial experimentation? You need to be able to plan
for the future. If the cloud is a successful business model, how can you
make sure that you can make it work as your needs evolve.
3. As you begin to expand your use of the cloud, can you create a cloud
strategy that allows you to move in order to embrace important emerging
technologies without being locked in to a single approach?
4. What standards in adjacent areas, such as service management, service
oriented architectures, and web services, will impact your cloud strategy?
What do you think is missing? What open standards are emerging in areas
such as security and virtualization? Standards will make a significant
difference in the level of flexibility in the cloud environment.
5. What type of workloads are you planning to manage in the cloud? While
this may sound like a technical issue, it is actually based on a pragmatic
business judgment. For example, a highly specialized, customized
environment that supports five users may not be economically viable
in the cloud. However, there may be a workload that is used to support
significant functions across the company that is perfectly suited to the
cloud.
6. How will you manage the service levels for the variety of cloud services
that might be used over time? You need to plan for a Service Level
Agreement with your providers. You also need to design a plan to
manage services across the various cloud services. This plan must include
the ability to manage security and compliance with governmental and
industry regulations.
Why start with these types of questions? If you are going to use the cloud
as a platform, you need to think both strategically and pragmatically. You
need to put your cloud strategy in perspective with your overall information
technology plan which inevitably will be a combination of your internal
enterprise environment, the open source technology and tools that you
will use to combined the cloud services that will result in a more flexible
environment.
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Linux: The Common Denominator
Cloud providers that exist in a highly competitive market must be able to
create sophisticated service offerings at a competitive price. Therefore, it is not
surprising that many of these suppliers have opted to use open source and Linux
as the foundation of their offerings. Because Linux is an open source platform,
it has benefited from contributions from many of the most accomplished
operating system experts around the world. In addition, its foundational
characteristics such as modularity, high performance, and power efficiency are
required to support a cloud environment. Finding the right developers with the
right skills to get the job done is another economic factor for cloud providers.
Because Linux is so widely used it is relatively easy to find the technical skills
needed to support these environments.
Almost all cloud providers implement their services on the Linux operating
system. In fact, Linux is the common denominator for cloud environments
because it is open source and provides the ability to customize the platform for
a wide variety of customers and service providers. The combination of open
source and the modularity, efficiency and scalability of Linux has propelled it to
the forefront of the cloud market; however, cloud environments do not exist in
a vacuum. The reality is that these environments have to live in harmony with
traditional data centers and with a variety of third party cloud platform and
application environments. Therefore, the value of Linux and open source is to
act as a good citizen based on standards and portability.

Linux and Commercial Software: Combining to Support the Cloud Environment

Linux is the common
denominator for cloud
environments because it is
open source and provides
the ability to customize the
platform for a wide variety
of customers and service
providers.
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The Five Principles of Building an Effective
Cloud Platform and Strategy
What does it take to build a cloud platform that is both cost effective and
sophisticated? There are five characteristics that are key to a manageable and
useful cloud environment:
1. $MPVETNVTUCFøFYJCMF A cloud must be able to provide cost effective and
flexible services to customers. Customers must be able to add or subtract
the services they need without complex process management. This
includes the availability of dynamic provisioning, support for virtualization,
and a self-service portal. Clearly because of the Linux licensing model it
provides a cost effective platform to support a variety of workloads.

Cloud providers must be
able to have a range of
services to support the
economic concerns and
constraints of customers.

2. $PSSFDUTFSWJDFMFWFMT A cloud must be able to provide the right level of
service to the customer at the right price. There are a variety of workloads
that are supported within a cloud environment. Technologies such as
server and desktop virtualization are important tools available to control
customer costs; however, to be successful, a virtualized environment must
be able to be effectively managed. Therefore, cloud providers must be
able to have a range of services to support the economic concerns and
constraints of customers. Most cloud providers are able to leverage the
sophistication in Linux to design service level management capabilities.
3. 1PSUBCJMJUZ  Portability is a key requirement. Customers may move
to embrace different types of cloud services depending on changing
business requirements. This might mean that a service build on a simple
Infrastructure as a Service environment will need to move to a highly secure
platform. In other situations, customers will want the assurance that they
can move their workloads if their needs change. Emerging standards will
help ensure that portability can be delivered to customers. Because of the
wide support for Linux across hardware, software, and services, portability
is enhanced.
4. Security and compliance. Companies must be able to rely on a cloud
provider to secure, manage, and meet compliance reporting demands.
Therefore, cloud service providers must be able to demonstrate that the
environment is as safe and predictable as a tightly controlled internal data
center. Even if that internal data center has underlying security issues,
management often will perceive that it is safer than an environment
controlled by a third party. Most security experts have determined that
Linux is among the most secure operating system platforms.
5. $SFBUFBTUSPOHQBSUOFSFDPTZTUFN The cloud environment promises to
become an important pillar for customers across the world. Therefore no
one company can offer the depth and breadth of products and services
that will emerge. Therefore, successful companies will work with emerging
companies as well as those with deep expertise in specific markets. Linux
is the foundation for a majority of the cloud ecosystem players.
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IBM Offerings to Support the Cloud Ecosystem
IBM has been investing heavily in the cloud market over the past several years.
It offers a variety of services in the cloud and leverages Linux as a primary
platform for implementing cloud services (see Table 1). As one might expect
from a company of IBM’s size and reach, the array of services are broad. Many
large corporations have turned to IBM to create private and hybrid clouds to
help these customers transform their data centers to become more efficient. In
addition, IBM has added a variety of solutions focused on public cloud offerings
for such functions as software development, testing, and monitoring. IBM has
created a centralized cloud computing organization with a goal of creating
offerings that encompass software, hardware, and services.
IBM anticipates a lot of demand for solutions to manage the interface between
public and private clouds. For example, IBM’s Smart Business for SMB platform
supports both public and private cloud interfaces. In this scenario, the customer
has a physical box on site in the data center. This way the customer can have a
private cloud inside the firewall that also supports the ability to burst into the
public cloud when they need additional computing capacity or storage.
A key element of the IBM private and hybrid cloud strategy is to offer solutions
based on varying customer-driven workloads. These solutions are organized
together as IBM Smart Business Cloud. IBM private and public cloud strategies
offer solutions based on varying customer-centric workloads. The following
table includes IBM’s key Linux based cloud services.
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Table 1: IBM’s key Linux Based Cloud Services
IBM SMART ANALYTICS CLOUD
IBM LOTUSLIVE!
Smart Business Cloud
IBM SMART BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND TEST ON THE
IBM CLOUD
Services
IBM SMART BUSINESS DESKTOP CLOUD
IBM COMPUTING ON DEMAND
IBM SMART ANALYTICS SYSTEM
IBM CLOUDBURST
Smart Business Systems
IBM WEBSPHERE CLOUDBURST APPLIANCE
IBM SMART BUSINESS FOR SMB
IBM INFRASTRUCTURE STRATEGY PLANNING FOR CLOUD
COMPUTING
IBM STRATEGY AND CHANGE SERVICES FOR CLOUD
ADOPTION
IBM TESTING SERVICES FOR CLOUD
IBM NETWORKING STRATEGY AND OPTIMIZATION –NETWORK
APPLICATION OPTIMIZATION FOR CLOUD COMPUTING
IBM Services in
IBM DATA CENTER STRATEGY
Support of
IBM DATA CENTER FAMILY SOLUTIONS – DATA CENTER
Cloud Computing
DESIGN SERVICES
IBM VULNERABILITY MANAGEMENT
IBM MANAGED EMAIL AND WEB SECURITY
SECURITY CONSULTING SERVICES IN SUPPORT OF CLOUD
COMPUTING
RESILIENCY VALIDATION FOR CLOUD COMPUTING
IBM SYSTEM Z SOLUTION EDITION FOR CLOUD COMPUTING
IBM WEBSPHERE APPLICATION SERVER HYPERVISOR
IBM Technologies For
IBM TIVOLI SERVICE MANAGEMENT CENTER FOR CLOUD
Cloud Computing are
COMPUTING
Foundational Cloud
IBM RATIONAL SOFTWARE DELIVERY SERVICES FOR CLOUD
Offerings
COMPUTING
IBM DEVELOPERWORKS – LINUX AND OPEN SOURCE ZONES
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Conclusion: The Importance of Choice
The value of cloud computing for customers is the ability to have many choices
based on economic and workload requirements. The cloud environment
hides complexity from the customer. This level of abstraction means that the
cloud environment needs to be designed with consistency, predictability, and
sophistication. Therefore, the operating system matters.
The fact that IBM leverages Linux, the standard across most Cloud Computing
environments, is important to its ability to meet customer demand. By
combining open source and commercial software, IBM intends to support a
wide cross section of customer requirements for portability and accountability.
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